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ABSTRACT: We note that the intelligibility of vowels is reduced at high pitches, and propose that 
decreased  decoding  of  vowels  may  partially  account  for  the  reported  findings.  Analysis  of 
performance as a function of pitch is recommended. We surmise that reverberation associated with 
the  large  microphone  distance  might  have  generated  reverberation  that  interfered 
disproportionately with identification of consonants  in sung stimuli, which usually have greater 
sound intensity than spoken stimuli. Finally, we note the potential relevance of vibrato for speech 
intelligibility.
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THE article is impressive both with regard to quality of presentation and quantity of the material analyzed. 
It is a classical observation that vowel intelligibility in singing deteriorates dramatically at high pitches, and 
two females and one tenor produced material for the listening test in the investigation. As a consequence, 
the test words appeared in a rather high pitch range. 
A  compilation  of  earlier  studies  of  vowel  intelligibility  as  a  function  of  fundamental  frequency 
suggested that difficulties start at about C5 and develop to a disaster at F5, see Figure. Probably the pitch 
could account for some of the listener’s depressingly frequent failures to hear the correct phonemes in the 
sung versions, 334 errors versus 46 in the spoken stimuli. The frequent repetitions of the text segments so 
commonly occurring in classical vocal music seems a smart trick. In any event, the influence of pitch on 
the present results might have been interesting to see.
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Fig. 1.  Figure  showing  the  highest  vowel  identification  percentages  observed  in various  investigations 
plotted as a function of the fundamental frequency. 
Smith  and  Scott  (1980)  showed,  although  not  in  a  strictly  controlled  experiment,  that  consonants 
substantially helped listeners to a correct vowel identification at pitches above F5. This in turn suggests that 
the formant transitions are crucial to vowel intelligibility at high pitches. It is possible that Collister and 
Huron ran into some bias as all their test words appeared in an identical  phonetic context,  following an 
alveolar version of the consonant /d/. 
The microphone distance of 10 m is rather large. Although no details of the auditorium acoustics are 
given,  the diffuse field is likely to have dominated the sound in the recorded stimuli,  physically if not 
perceptually. Firstly, then, it is likely that the intelligibility of both spoken and sung tokens would have 
been higher with stimuli recorded in a smaller room. Secondly, the sung version will generally be louder 
than the spoken version and in particular on vowels, generating a stronger diffuse field on vowels. Hence it 
is probable that in the sung case, consonants are more likely to be masked by the reverberation and thus 
consonant intelligibility will be lower. This of course is part of the ecology of the situation, but the effect 
may be worth noting. The stimuli were appropriately presented stereophonically over headphones, but it is 
not stated whether the stereo microphones were arranged explicitly for binaural reproduction, which would 
have been preferable in this context. 
There  is  no mention  in the  paper  of  the amount  of  vibrato  used by the  singers,  but  the  paradigm 
appears to have been classical, so we might assume that normal classical vibrato was used. Vibrato can be 
expected to improve the intelligibility of high tones,  or worsen it, depending on how rapidly the vowel 
spectrum envelope changes in relation to the reverberation of the room. 
On a related issue, van Besouw et al (2005) found, among other things, that listeners retained less of 
the linguistic information when phrases were sung rather than spoken.  
Even though the listening test included a very great number of stimuli there are some older references, 
scattered in various publications that may complement the understanding of text intelligibility in singing: 
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